Improved sensitivity of electrocochleography in the diagnosis of Meniere's disease.
ECochG has long been shown to complement the diagnosis of MD, primarily through measurement of the SP/AP amplitude ratio. While reported in the literature to be highly specific to this disorder, ECochG's sensitivity in the general MD population remains relatively low (ranging from 20-65%). The current study assessed the sensitivity and specificity of the ECochG protocol we employ for suspected MD patients, which includes measuring both the amplitudes and areas of the SP and AP to clicks (to derive the SP/AP amplitude and area ratios), and the SP amplitudes to 1000 and 2000 Hz tone bursts. A retrospective chart review was conducted to compare ECochG results from 178 suspected MD patients with their eventual diagnoses. Measurements of highest sensitivity and specificity (determined using a logistic regression analysis) included: SP amplitude, SP area, SP/AP area ratio, and total SP-AP area. Sensitivity and specificity values associated with these measures were 92% and 84%, respectively. The sensitivity value is considerably higher than previously reported, and is attributable to the inclusion of area measurements in our protocol.